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In 1708, the Registry of Deeds was established in Dublin, as part of the legislation to prevent
lands passing back to Catholics. As you can imagine, many of the settlers were anxious to assert
their rights to lands, & the Registry provided a suitable method. Only a fraction of all legal
deeds were registered there, but from the very beginning you can find the names of both
Protestant & Catholics, & of rich & poor. This is a very rich resource, which has no counterpart
in England, in that it covers the whole country.
Unfortunately, it is very poorly indexed. The Land Index is arranged by Townland & County, but
the Index of persons is arranged simply by one of the parties of the first part – yet I have seen
anything up to 20 or 30 persons included as parties to a deed. If your family is of fairly modest
means, but you’re clear about the locality where they lived, I would try the Townland Index, as
you’ll see it gives the names of both the 1st & 2nd parties. Here is an example from Co Wexford:

To remedy the poor indexes, a colleague of mine in Australia, Mr Nick Reddan, set up the
Registry of Deeds Index Project, some years ago. There are, of course, millions of names at
present hidden in the Registry, & not many volunteers as yet working on this database.
Nevertheless, at the last count, we have captured over 186,000 names, & that’s a whole lot
better than nothing! All the names mentioned in a memorial are noted, so this will not only name
all the parties, but also Lives in a Lease, names of parties to earlier connected deeds, tenants,
witnesses etc.
So how do you start your search? Even if you never manage to visit Dublin, you can still
access this archive, because the LDS microfilmed all the books some 50 or 60 years ago, & so
you can pre-order & read them at any LDS Library.
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To search for an ancestor, it would help greatly if you could identify any townland with which he
or she may be connected. Ireland’s land divisions, for the purposes of this Registry were first
of all County, followed by Barony (several of which made up a county), & then followed by the
townland within that Barony. A townland could vary from a few acres to 10000 acres. Of
considerable help in pinpointing likely townlands is the Townland Index online at
www.thecore.com/seanruad

Let’s say you are working on the family of Ryan in Co Clare. You’ve gone back a long way, &
have been concentrating on Morgan Ryan, who lived in the early 1700s in Co Clare. His wife was
called Mercy. Morgan died at a fairly young age, - so what happened to Mercy, after the death
of her young husband? Let’s see if we can find her.
First, we should check to see if someone has noted her in the growing database I described
earlier. The link is: www.irishdeedsindex.net
This brings up the following page: (there are lots of notes further down the page)

To find Mercy, we’ll browse the index by family name, so we click on the button second from the
left on the top line, & the following comes up. We then tab down until we find the right box:
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So she should be in the box containing records from John Ruxton to Sarah Ryan. We click this
& tab down, to find just one mention of a Mercy Ryan, who is noted as a bride in 1727:

Take a note of the reference: She appears in Book 57, page 1, memorial no 36881.
We now return to the home page, & this time click the top left hand box:
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We get the following, & tab down until we find the box containing memorial no 36881:-

We click on that & tab down to the correct memorial number:-

There are many fields in the database, so we need to tab across to see further details:-
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There are still further details to the right, but we’ve already seen that this is the right Mercy
Ryan. She was first married to Morgan Ryan, was widowed, & is now marrying again. You can
copy this section & paste into a spreadsheet for your own use.

We would like to know even more – it would be good to see the actual abstract. So, we
consult the LDS online catalogue at: https://familysearch.org/ We search under Ireland: Land &
Property, hone in on Registry of Deeds & select Transcripts:
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Here are the Grantor Indexes:

Scroll on down & you will find the place name indexes by county, followed finally by the deeds
themselves. Here is the section for Book 57:-

Mercy’s memorial number was 36881, found on page 1 of Book 57, so we need microfilm no
461331. Check the catalogue at your nearest LDS Library, - you may have to pre-order the film.
The final step, if this proves to be a very important deed to your research, is to obtain a
photocopy of the actual memorial itself – that is, the copy deed brought by several of the
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parties concerned to Dublin to be registered. This may include further detail which proves
crucial, & will also include the signatures of several of the interested parties.
The current cost of such a photocopy is 20 Euros per memorial. Log on to the Land Registry
site:- http://www.landregistry.ie/eng/Forms/Registry_of_Deeds_Forms/ & choose the last
option: “Requisition for copy memorial/copy application form”.

Fees, per each memorial: €20 inclusive of postage (even overseas). Payment may be by sterling
cheque equivalent or Euro draft for overseas customers. There is a facility to pre pay - see
Landdirect.ie How to Subscribe:
http://www.prai.ie/eng/landdirect_ie/Subscription_Contact_Details/
If a new subscriber makes the initial payment by Internet banking (the bank details are on the
website at the link below) they should enter their surname as reference to allow the Land
Registry Finance Unit to identify the payment for crediting to their account or they may call
the Land Registry & make the payment by debit or credit card.
Payments : http://www.prai.ie/eng/landdirect_ie/How_to_Top_Up_Your_Account/
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